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Exploring new horizons

AN ADVANCE
JOURNEY

Evasion is yours...
with a head tart
on travel enjoyment!
We’re innovation enthusiasts, so that when
you travel with a model from the Chausson
range, you’ll always be one road ahead
with your motorhome.
The new collection is true to our values
and has been designed accordingly.
You’ll discover our Smart Lounge,
Duo Bed and Easybox innovations,
as well as the prestigious
new Premium Pack.
To learn all about these innovations,
follow Slipper, a brand-new assistant,
who will guide you in making
your choices while sharing the
Chausson passion with you.
With him to lead you,
the future will obviously
be a pleasure!

Chausson is a subsidiary
of the TRIGANO Group,
Europe’s number one
in recreational vehicles.

Visit our new site
www.motorhomes-chausson.co.uk

www.youtube.com/ChaussonCampingCar
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www.facebook.com/chausson.campingcar
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Chausson

Chausson, all the advantages
for overcabs and low profiles...
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Innovation
Chausson DNA...

18

Flash

Overcabs and low profiles
Basic layouts to simplify your choice...

Better than a guide...
a passionate friend
I’m Slipper, your new guide for Chausson motorhomes.
My role will be to guide you through our brand universe,
so as to make you discover its innovations, give you tricks
on our products and share with you my experiences
and passion. When I appear, that means there is an
interest! See you soon in these pages, in dealerships
or at the shows.
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Welcome

Configurable low profiles
Configure your low profile
on Fiat or Ford...

711 Travel Line

36

Exceptional
low profile
An unique model
on the market

NEW for
Twist

UK

40

Van conversions
Two models at the heart of the market

Most of our Chausson models comply with British and European
safety standards, with full UK specification. They are independently
verified and approved by the National Caravan Council (NCC).
Your dealer will be able to give you more information.

HERTZ, the world’s leading rental
company has chosen Chausson...
Solid proof of our reliability!
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Tournon-sur-Rhône / France

Chausson has been built by TRIGANO VDL
for 38 years in Tournon-sur-Rhône (France):
factory covers the equivalent of 33 football fields
(or 200,000 sqm, 37,000 sqm of which are roofed),
one of the largest automotive production
sites in Europe, with an annual production
of over 13,000 motorhome,
more than 900 people to design and
produce them,
motorhomes that are sold in 27 countries.
Make a video visit to our manufacturing site
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Chausson, the company

Our industrial tools
and human talent are
geared to meeting
your expectations...
The quality lab
Chausson recently opened a quality laboratory equipped with the
most advanced instruments for thorough testing of parts for breakage,
deformation and wear.

Climate tests
We test our motorhomes under extreme conditions (both here in Tournon
and inside the Truma climate chamber in Munich) to ensure maximum
comfort in both summer and winter.

165 dealers to keep watch
on your motorhome
Our network of dealers is made up exclusively of true recreational
vehicle specialists who know Chausson. Chausson offers one of
the market’s most extensive and best-equipped European networks.

After-sales service
Your dealer is and will always be your number one contact for
support before and after your purchase. Chausson provides
dealers with a made-to-measure after-sales management application,
a specialized, multilingual after-sales service team and a European
platform for spare parts.

The Trigano campus
This is the place where our dealers are trained. In addition, classes
were recently organized at the Chausson plant to provide several
weeks of training for all new arrivals corresponding to positions
as varied as assembler, electrician or forklift operator.
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Make a video visit of our tests

Who besides
Chausson offers
all the following
simultaneously?

Chassis choice
An essential element for high-quality travel.

Pages 8/9

Power fuel heating
(up to 6 kW)
you can use
on the road

A seven-year
warranty on
water-tightness
Page 10

Page 11

An improved
insulation,
better
resistance
and greater
protection
Page 10

100%
LED
lighting

Grade III

Our standard equipment (overcabs and
low profiles) lets you confront even the harshest
climate conditions. To verify this resistance,
we tested our low profiles inside the Truma and
Webasto climate chambers in Munich (Germany):
these “Grade III” tests certify that even at an outside
temperature of -15°C, the inside temperature
will be 20°C minimum, in compliance with
the NCC EN 1646-1 standard.

Heated and illuminated
garages, with
electrical outlets and
two access doors

provides ten-fold
savings in energy
and a product lifecycle
that is thirty times
longer...

Legendary
SEITZ windows
synonymous with
outstanding practicality,
excellent quality,
easy handling and
top safety because
they can’t be removed
from the outside.

An
entrance
door with
a window
systematically,
whatever the
equipment level.

A panoramic cabin roof that can be opened
as standard on every lowprofile.

The AES
(Automatic
Energy Selection)
one every
triplemixtriplemix
(12/220 V/gaz).
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High-quality bedding
with a generous size
Page 35

Overcabs & low profiles, Chausson wins on all counts...

Compare
and you’ll
always
opt for
Chausson!

Optimal fixtures
Easy Bed adjusts to the height you want

	Most of our beds over garage holds (except for twin beds)
can be height-adjusted over a distance of 30 cm.

Clever storage areas

	Most of our beds over a hold can be raised for
easier access to the storage areas.

Storage area over the cab

	All our low profiles feature a thermoformed storage space
above the cab with LED lighting on each side.

High-end seating
Useful pre-equipment

 he foam in our cushions has been specially designed
T
to offer firm seating comfort (without sagging over time)
and high-quality, resilient support for your back.

Standard bike carrier adapters

	To avoid any risk of infiltration, bike carrier adapters are installed
as standard equipment so that you won’t have to drill holes.
All you need to do is choose your bike carrier!

 or greater passenger comfort, each road seat
F
is equipped with a height-adjustable headrest.

Pre-wiring for a backup camera

	To reduce assembly time (and therefore cut workshop costs),
all our motorhomes are pre-wired for a backup camera
that can be installed by your dealer.

Solutions for greater comfort

TV pre-equipment

Soft close drawers

	Whatever the version, all our motorhomes have
at least one 220 V/12 V TV-antenna outlet.

	Whatever the version line, all our drawers have cushioned
closing and latches to avoid accidental opening
when you’re on the road.

Multimedia

	Dual USB port to recharge cell phones, tablets, etc.

Adjustable living room table

	For easier circulation and greater comfort in the living room,
all our low profiles (except 514) have a central table that
can be adjusted in height (telescopic pedestal),
longitudinally and crosswise.

Well-designed lighting
Reading lamps

	In general, bedding is equipped with individual
reading lamps to avoid disturbing others.

A

maxi refrigerator (140 to 167 L)
is NEVER an option

	Only a few of our compact models (under 6 m) are
without a maxi refrigerator (from 140 to 167 L), simply
because it’s technically impossible to install one.
	Compression-type refrigerators, which are not as tall,
also feature an ample 146 L capacity: open one
and see by yourself!

Choose your lighting level

	Most models feature latest-generation LED strips
with a sensor switch for two lighting levels.

Night lighting

	Night lighting is designed for a cozy atmosphere and
for your safety with built-in LEDs near the floor.

Dual drain shower tray

Outside

lighting as a standard feature,
whatever the range level.

	Our shower cublicles have two stopper openings
for optimal water drainage.
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The chassis, an essential element for high-quality
At Chausson, we have chosen reference brands that are able
to supply a specifically designed chassis for the motorhome,
and we have a specially equipped after-sales network trained
in the leisure vehicle market.

4

5
6

3

Ford and Chausson have been partners for over thirty years.
With more than seven million vehicles sold worldwide,
the legendary Ford Transit has more
than proven its worth.
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1

It’s equipped with the latest technology
and new functions for safety and comfort.
	Motorhome chassis with a lowered center of gravity
for easier access.
The wide rear track optimizes inside space and road stability.
- Driver’s airbag,
- braking assistance (ABS): an anti-lock system that keeps
wheels from blocking when brakes are applied intensively,

2

- anti-slipping (ASR): a system that regulates acceleration
to keep the driving wheels from losing traction,
- dynamic trajectory control (ESP): this program optimizes
stability on the road and in curves and improves braking,
- six-speed manual transmission,
- hill-start assist function,
- disengageable hand brake.
- Swivel seats in the cab, with double armrests
and adjustable height.
- Ford Audio System with AM/FM radio, Bluetooth®,
USB ports and an auxiliary plug for connecting a
Smartphone or hands-free phone or listening to music,

White

Bronze (O)

Flash,
Welcome

Welcome Premium

- leather-encased steering wheel,
Central locking of cab doors.
Wide side protectors in the body colour.
	- 16" wheels,
- tyre repair kit.

New Ford automatic transmission (option**)
Featuring six gears, the transmission
uses a torque converter and an electronic
gear-changing system.
The new transmission is able to detect
a slope or mountainous terrain and will
automatically provide assistance on hills
in “drive” mode.

5 YEAR

WARRANTY

Overcabs and low profiles
Cubic capacity
HP-kW power
Nm torque
Drive train
S
O
*
**

2L
130-92
330
belt

2L
170-125
405
belt

Engine specification 130 HP
170 HP
Chassis
3.5 T
4.1 T*

Standard
Option
Except from 514, 530, 610, 634
Included in the Automatic pack that features Powershift automatic transmission, automatic headlights and windshield wipers, and windshield de-icer
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Overcabs & low profiles, Chausson wins on all counts...
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Fiat is still THE reference brand on the motorhome market
and the reliability of the Ducato is well established.
For service, you benefit from 1,800 specialized
“Fiat Camper Assistance” workshops in Europe
and 24/7 phone assistance.

5

7

6

3

8
1

The Fiat equipment chosen by Chausson has
everything you need to broaden your horizons
with optimal comfort and full safety.
	Motorhome chassis with a lowered center
of gravity for easier access.
	The wide rear track for greater road stability and more room inside.
	- Driver’s airbag,
- braking assistance (ABS): an anti-lock system that keeps
wheels from blocking when brakes are applied intensively,

2

- anti-slipping (ASR): a system that regulates acceleration
to keep the driving wheels from losing traction,
- six-speed gearbox.
- Very comfortable “Captain’s chair” seats: these new Fiat seats
have a built-in headrest, a wider back, better lateral support,
two armrests and a seated position that’s more comfortable than ever.
They are height- and angle-adjustable as a standard feature.
	- Pre-equipped for cab radio and loudspeakers,
- electrically controlled windows,
- central bottle-carrier console with a cell phone compartment.
Central locking of cab doors.
Radio antenna built into rear-view mirror.

White

Anthracite (O)

Flash,
Welcome

Welcome Premium

	- Hubcaps on wheels,
- tire repair kit.

The Comfort-Matic gearbox (option) not only reduces wear,
it lowers fuel consumption by always triggering the optimal gear ratio,
whatever the circumstances.
It is notably different from automatic
transmissions with a hydraulic torque
converter because it reacts as quickly
as a manual gearbox. It uses the
same six-gear ratio, while the clutch
and choice of ratio are steered
by an electro-hydraulic actuator.

Overcabs and low profiles

S
O
*
**
***

Cubic capacity
HP-kW power
Nm torque
Drive train

2.3 L
130-96
320
belt

2.3 L
150-110
380
belt

Standard
Option
Except from 711: 150 HP as standard, 130 HP not available
Except from C656, 530, 610, 711
Except from C656, 530, 610

2.3 L
180-130
400
belt

Engine specification 130 HP
150 HP
180 HP
Chassis
3.5 T
3.650 T (light)
4.250 T (heavy) 130 HP**
4.4 T (heavy) 150-180 HP***
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The IRP structure, a major innovation
With IRP, Chausson is true to its goal of high-quality manufacturing. Whether the version,
our structures are all made with the same high standard of quality.
IRP is a major innovation that provides better insulation, greater resistance and
improved protection. Just have a look at the core of our manufacturing secrets...

Better insulation relies on a combination of technologies that ensure well-being
	XPS insulation, an extra-firm foam with high sound and thermal insulating power. Chausson has chosen the market’s most
renowned brand: STYROFOAM. If it’s not blue, it’s not Styrofoam!

	Specially designed floor and roof thickness for insulation that exceeds the usual norms.

For better resistance, a reinforced structure
	
Protective polyester (GRP) skin,
provides greater resistance to scratches,
minor impacts, gravel, hydrocarbons,
ultraviolet radiation and bad weather in
general.
	
Extra-thick floor and roof,
among the best on the market, offering
greater resistance to loads and limiting
deformation over time.

Wide glued-aluminum profile

54.5 mm*

Roof in reinforced polyester
(GRP)
Waterproof mastic
at panel junctions

XPS
STYROFOAM

High-performance wood
and composite combination,

reinforces the structure of our walls
and floors by combining composite
longevity with the exceptional sturdiness
of solid wood.

A water-tight shield, all materials

in contact with the exterior are rot-resistant
and insensitive to humidity. On the inside,
we prefer high-quality wood.

*	NB: because of its particular shape,
the roof of our overcabs uses a specific
technology, 34.5 mm thickness,
EPS insulation.

Inside wall coating

XPS

PVC floor covering
6 mm plywood
Polyester (GRP) skin

63.5 mm

Wood brackets

For more information
scan me.

XPS
STYROFOAM

Composite brackets
Expanded composite
coating

Body understructure in reinforced polyester (GRP)
With the “water channeling” effect,
water won’t stagnate under the floor

No compromises means peace of mind and better protection
Against leaks because of our rot-resistant materials and wide aluminum profiles that are glued on instead of drilled.
Against storms because of the polyester (GRP) covering that limits damage from hail (on the roof and walls) or salt (under the floor).
Against heat, cold and noise because of polyester (GRP) and a rarely matched insulation thickness.

Proof of our confidence: a seven-year warranty!
For 38 years, our goal has been to continually improve comfort and durability; we are convinced of
the effectiveness of our technical choices and manufacturing processes.
Standing behind our convictions, we offer you a seven-year warranty on water-tightness,
subject to an annual check-up by a certified member of our network.
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Chausson wins on all counts...

The all-in-one technical area
Accessible from a special outside door, the Technibox provides a single place
for all the essential controls that ensure proper operation of your motorhome.
The Technibox is sealed with a lockable watertight door that opens on two different
technical compartments:
t he electricity area gives you access
to the electrical panel: no more contortions
when you change a fuse!
T
 he clean water area lets you:
- fill the water reservoir,
- adjust reservoir capacity according to
the number of travelers and/or the load
transported,
- easily clean the reservoir for maximum hygiene.
	This compartment has a tray for collecting spilled water;
water won’t stagnate in the compartment and drains out
through the opening designed for this purpose.
The Technibox is standard on all our
overcabs and low profiles.

Electrical
technical area
Electrical panel
Access to fuses
Charger/battery power
Protective cover

Clean water technical area
Purging valve for the clean water reservoir
Cleaning hatch
Water reservoir filling with a swivel elbow
230 V outside power outlet

Maximum protection for people
Because Chausson doesn’t need to be
constrained by a standard in order to ensure
maximum protection for customers, all our
motorhomes have a 30 mA differential
circuit breaker as a standard feature.

In contrast to a traditional circuit breaker that protects equipment, the
differential circuit breaker also protects people. It will automatically shut off
the current if it detects a loss of current corresponding to defective insulation.
This device thus allows protecting against short circuits and conductor
overheating in case of overload.

Fuel heating
For more economical gas
consumption
The choice of gas represents a real user cost,
especially in winter or in cold regions where the
cylinder must be changed every four or five days
on average. In addition to offering comfortable
independence, fuel heating saves money with a
maximum full-power consumption of 0.5 L/hour.

Forget about refill anxiety
In contrast to gas, which is sometimes difficult
to find in another country and may have an
incompatible connection, gas oil is available
almost everywhere on earth.

Easy to use, no manipulation
Just a glance at the fuel gauge on your dashboard will tell you whether you
have enough left. Forget disagreeable surprises and changing cylinders in the
middle of the night. With Chausson, you won’t have to bother with gas cylinders.
Only the refrigerator, the hot plate and sometimes the water heater are connected
to a gas supply.

Less loaded weight and additional space
Choosing gas oil heating also means lightening the loaded weight of the motorhome.
Two 13 kg gas cylinders really weigh 52 kg (13 kg corresponds to contents only).
Not having to bring them along represents a significant reduction in weight.
By using just one gas cylinder, you have less weight and more storage space.

Use while on the road with total safety
In contrast to gas, which requires using a protected circuit that closes off the gas
supply in case of impact, fuel heating can be used while on the road, permanently
and with total safety. In addition to road comfort for your passengers, you’ll appreciate
finding a cozy, warm unit when you stop. Many of our competitors propose this choice
in option, while others don’t have it at all.

"Truma CP Plus" digital control is standard equipment
On all models with a Truma combined heater/water heater, the “CP Plus” digital
control provides precise regulation of ambient temperature, faster heating through
accelerated ventilation adjustment, a "booster" function to heat water more quickly
and timed programming of all functions.
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Patent pending
This very clever new lounge concept provides
comfort, attractiveness and practicality both
on the road and when you stop.
Each of the two bench seats can quickly be
transformed into comfortable seats for road travel.
Look for the following in low profile vehicles:
- island beds: 738XLB, 768,
- twin beds: 747GA, 757, 767GA,
- maxi lounge: 630, 640.
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Innovation is part of our DNA

630 / Welcome Premium / Seychelles
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716

1

634

Patent pending
Unique on the market, Duo Bed
features two foldaway bunk electrically
powered beds:
- during the day, the beds slide into
the ceiling, leaving room for a lounge,
- at night, just flip the switch to lower
one or both beds.
Featured in the Flash 634
and Welcome 716 low profiles
(design patents).

14

716

716

Innovation is part of our DNA

3

2
1 -	Two beds tucked into the ceiling,
in daytime position

634

2 -	Two beds in medium position
for one occupant
3 -	Two beds in nighttime position
for two occupants
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The latest Chausson innovation!
This outstandingly smart concept proves that even
in a compact motorhome, storage is not an issue:
-o
 n the outside, you can easily adjust the garage height
for storing a scooter or bikes,
-o
 n the inside, there are many easy-to-reach storage
areas, with a total volume equal to that of five
individual cabin suitcases.
Look for all this in model 634 (design patent).
1 - Upper position
2 - Lower position
3 - Functional area for daytime
4 - Parent’s bedroom at night

1

2

16

3

Innovation is part of our DNA

4
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C656 / Flash / Vatoa
18

FLASH
Overcabs

and low profiles
Basic layouts
to simplify your choice...

6m

19

+

7m

+7.1m

+

The Flash collection comes
in overcab and low profile versions,
with a choice of varied layouts,
so that you can confidently
join the world of motorhomes.

2

634 / Flash / Vatoa

C656

634
20

Flash, overcabs and low profiles

Standard equipment

IRP structure, a major innovation,
see page 10.

Water tightness guaranteed for
seven years, with an annual check-up
by a certified network member.

SEITZ double-glazed windows
with screening and shade.

Panoramic cab roof that opens and comes with a shade and screening.
Thermoformed storage space above the cab with LED lighting on each side
(low profiles).

Two standard doors to make
loading easier and more optimal.
All our garage holds are heated,
whatever the finishing level.

New-generation entrance door
with built-in window and blinds.
Flyscreen door.

Built-in step with insulation
(see page 6).

100% LED lighting inside and
outside, for high light yield and
recyclable technology.

For greater passenger comfort,
each road seat is equipped with
a height-adjustable headrest.

Triplex cooker offers at one and the
same time oven, grill and 3 burners
(2 gas + 1 electric), depending on model,
see technical characteristics catalog.

LED lighting on the outside.

Powerful heating 5500 to 6000 W.

Heating that can be used on the
road, ideal for your passengers
and also very useful for warming
the unit before a stop.

VIP
option

Body and indoor styles
Body

White

White

Furniture

Fabrics

Salinas

Vatoa
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Auckland

Details page 31

747GA / Welcome Premium / Islay
22

WELCOME
Configurable
low profiles

Configure your low profile
on Fiat or Ford

6m
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+

7m

+7.1m

+

Ready-to-roll or made-to-measure,
Welcome offers you freedom of choice:
choice of carrier and cab color, choice of lounge,
choice of bedding and even choice of equipment level...
get off to a head-start on travel with your motorhome!

2

630 / Welcome Premium / Seychelles
New generation hideaway beds with anti-vibration system.

No need to remove
the cushions to get
the bed down!

Smart Lounge, see page 12.

1

2

1 -	Maxi bathroom with a very
spacious shower cubicle
2 -	Wardrobe featuring two large doors
with mirrors (610, 630, 640)
3 -	Electrically powered height-adjustable
multi-directional table, with partly
foldable top that makes it easier
to move around inside
4 -	All our roof beds are electric but
can be raised manually if necessary
5 -	The main roof bed has a lower position
that is easy to reach without having
to use a ladder
6 -	This is the kitchen where
“Bon Appétit with Chausson”
was filmed (see page 44)
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Welcome, configurable low profiles

Maxi lounge low profiles*
As shown by the success of the now-legendary 610 and 630,
Chausson is a pioneer with layouts that are unique on the market.
They all have an electric roof bed that slides away during the day
to leave room for a big, friendly lounge area.

* All models ending with 0

4

90 cm

150kg

630 / Premium

5

160 cm

250kg

640 / Premium

6

3

640 / Premium
25

768 / Welcome Premium / Islay

1
Smart Lounge, see page 12.
1 - Transverse full width bathroom
2 - Sliding wash bassin
3 - Garage in upper position
4 - Garage in lower position

2

768 / Premium

768 / Premium
26

Welcome, configurable low profiles

Island beds*

They come in three sizes, with or without Smart Lounge.
Once again Chausson leads the way by offering an
exceptional standard width of 160 cm on all island beds,
regardless of range level.

* All models ending with 8

160 cm

738XLB / Premium

3

All our island beds are height-adjustable
so that the garage area can be modified.

4

All our bedrooms with an island bed
have pre-equipment for a second TV
as a standard feature and a
second USB port.

768 / Premium

768 / Premium
27

747GA / Premium

90 cm

Garage**

** Except for the 757

757

A flat level
floor
from lounge
to bedroom

757 / Welcome / Auckland
28

Welcome, configurable low profiles

Twin beds*

They come in three sizes, with or without garage,
with or without Smart Lounge.
In addition to an advantageous length, Chausson offers
most of these models with twin beds in an exception
width for the market: 90 cm.

* All models ending with 7

727GA / Welcome Premium / Elite
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Standard equipment

Choice of chassis, our low-profiles
are available either on Fiat or Ford,
see pages 8/9.

Water tightness guaranteed
for seven years, with an annual
check-up by a certified network
member.

IRP structure, a major innovation,
see page 10.

An unbeatable combination of thickness, sturdiness and insulation,
well above the profession’s standards.

XPS insulation Styrofoam,
an extra-firm foam with high sound
and thermal insulating power;
see page 10.

SEITZ double-glazed windows
with screening and shade.

Panoramic cab roof that opens and comes with a shade and screening.
Thermoformed storage space above the cab with LED lighting on each side.

New-generation entrance door
with built-in window and blinds.
Flyscreen door.

Central table that can be adjusted
in height (telescopic pedestal),
longitudinally and crosswise.
A fold-down table is also available
on certain models.

For greater passenger comfort,
each road seat is equipped with
a height-adjustable headrest.

Powerful heating 5500 to 6000 W.

All our low profiles come with
a standard Technibox all-in-one
technical control center, see page 9.

Our beds over a hold can be raised
for easier access to the storage areas.

Triplex cooker offers at one and the
same time oven, grill and 3 burners
(2 gas + 1 electric), depending on
model, see technical characteristics.
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A built-in and insulated unit step.

Two standard doors to make
loading easier and more optimal.
All our garage holds are heated,
whatever the finishing level.

Welcome, configurable low profiles

Bodys
Bodys

White

Anthracite*
Welcome Premium

Bronze*
Welcome Premium

White

Indoor styles
Furniture

Fabrics

Malaga

Auckland

Seychelles

Islay,
Premium

Elite,
Premium option

Optional packs

• Manual cab air conditioning
• Passenger airbag
• Cruise control and speed limiter
• Electric de-icing rearview mirrors
• Coded front bumper
• Glossed cab front gril
• Black bezel lamps Fiat
• Seat covers
• Luxury techno trim level dashboard
• Panoramic skylight**
• Fog lamps Ford

Premium equipment on:
• Rear external panel
• Entrance door
• LED lights
• Main mattress
• Kitchen illuminated window
surround & storage
• Bathroom
• Entrance panel**

Extra equipment:
• Central locking cab/cell
• Reversing camera
• Wraparound cab blinds
• Set of "ambiance" cushions
• 12V fan skylight**
• TV bracket
• Gas external socket
• External shower

* Optional
** Depending on model
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Welcome, with or without Premium

Premium
Larger upper strip including back-up camera,
rear bumper with LED lights,
extra decorative stickers

Premium
Entrance door: luxury door,
double locking,
central locking

32

Welcome, configurable low profiles

Premium
Hideaway bed with 6 spots and design LED wave incrsuted

Premium
Pan drawer,
illuminated window surround & additionnal LED lights
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Welcome, with or without Premium

Premium
Square design taps,
wooden shower duck board,
cupboard under the sink,
additionnal LED lights

Luxurious entry closet*

* Except for the 627GA, 628, 767GA
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Welcome, configurable low profiles

High-quality bedding
For a little nap after lunch or a refreshing night sleep:
there’s nothing like a good rest before a new hike,
a mountain bike circuit or a visit to see the local sites.
Stretch out and enjoy, you’re in a Chausson...

A comfortable mattress
with a sturdy slatted base

High resilience mattress

slatted bed base

All our mattresses are:
	- manufactured in France,
- specially designed for our motorhomes with high-quality foam.
All our mattresses are encased in a drill fabric that is:
- antibacterial and anti-dust mite (for optimal hygiene),
- certified OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 (free of substances harmful to health).
On Welcome Premium and Exaltis models, all our mattresses (for the main bedding) have:
- high-resilience foam that adapts perfectly to the shape of your body for minimum pressure,
- a thermal-regulating Feran Ice covering for better dissipation of body heat,
- a layer of reinforced wadding for a soft feel and optimal-quality bedding.
Most of our main bedding comes with a sturdy slatted base as a standard feature for greater comfort
and ventilation, with a metal frame for better resistance.

Premium, it’s also:

Premium logo on body.

Backup camera built into the rear
band with a screen on the rearview
mirror.

Gas external socket to enjoy easily
your barbecue for instance...

Water external socket for a shower
after the beach for example...

The ventilator/extractor skylight**,
allows extracting stale air and
ventilating the inside very quickly.

These pull-down isothermal shades
are made with a multi-layered material
that protects you from daylight, prying
eyes and excessive temperatures.

The inside of the closet is lighted
automatically when the door is
opened.

“Ambiance” cushions:
premium deco touch.

** Except for the 530, 610, 630, 640, 716
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711 Welcome Travel Line / Elite
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711

travel
line

Exceptional
low profile
Welcome aboard
Chausson delivers the ultimate
in motorhome travel with the 711 Travel Line,
and its exclusive layout:
4 doors for boarding,
a spacious U-lounge,
2 electric hideaway beds
and a large garage!
7.46 m

Design
patent
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1

2
1 -	The four seats swivel, each have double
armrests and are height adjustable.
The table is moveable, and can be
tidied away in its own slot
2 -	Two standard doors to make
loading easier and more optimal.
All our garage holds are heated,
whatever the finishing level
3 -	Triplex cooker offers at one
and the same time oven,
grill and 3 burners
(2 gas + 1 electric)
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711 Travel Line, exceptional low profile

Standard equipment

Powerful engine 150 PS.

Traction Plus increases
the motorhome’s motor function
as on difficult terrain there is
sometimes little grip.

Anthracite body.

16" alloy wheels.

Day Running Lights LED.

2 hideaway beds as standard.

Packs as standard

3

• Manual air-conditioning in cab

Premium equipment on:

• Passenger airbag

• Rear external panel

• Cruise control and speed limiter

• Entrance doors

• Electric de-icer for rear-view mirrors

• LED lights

• Colour coded bumper

• Main mattress

• Shiny grille
• Black headlight contour

• Kitchen illumintad window surround
& storage

• Seat covers

• Bathroom

• Luxury dashboard with aluminum inserts

Other equipments:

• Panoramic skylight

• Central locking cab/cell
• Flyscreen doors
• Reversing camera
• Wraparound cab blinds
• Set of "ambiance" cushions
• TV bracket
• Gas external socket
• External shower
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TWIST 594
Van conversions
One model at the heart
of the market
Rear lounge with large and
comfortable double bed.

NEW for

UK
5.99m
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TWIST 697
Van conversions
One model at the heart
of the market
Rear lounge with large and
comfortable double bed
or twin single beds.

NEW for

UK

6.36m
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From the smallest format to the largest
Chausson information comes

in all sizes!

Join us on Youtube...

With discussions,
exclusive information,
photos and preview videos,

Discover new range of motorhomes,
visit our factory and our quality lab...
And enjoy our monthly rendez-vous
"Bon appétit en Chausson"!

Chausson is
also on Facebook:
join us!

Follow us on our channel:
http://www.youtube.com/
ChaussonCampingCar

Titanium

For more
information
scan me

Recipe videos, scan me.

Look on “Bon Appétit with Chausson”
and learn how you can cook in a
Chausson motorhome by discovering
French cuisine that’s simple, easy
to prepare, authentic and tasty.

Your Chausson dealer

All technical characteristics (texts and photos) valid at the time of printing (august 2018) are provided by Chausson for general guidance.
They may be subject to modification, often because of technical progress. Non-contractual document.
Since Chausson is committed to the environment, this publication has been printed on PEFC paper from sustainably managed forests.
Where there are multilingual versions, the French text is the binding version.

TRIGANO VDL
1, avenue de Rochebonne - CS 69003
07302 Tournon-sur-Rhône Cedex - France
Tel. +33 (0)4 75 07 55 00
contact@chausson.tm.fr

www.motorhomes-chausson.co.uk
Avec
Trigano VDL
tous les papiers
se recyclent

Exploring new horizons
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An exclusive series with
five fully equipped models,
with a unique design and
automatic transmission
as standard equipment.

